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Season 2, Episode 15
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Boom Goes the Dynamite



Olivia and the team are hired by an up and coming politician, Peter Caldwell, but this time instead of fixing a scandal, they're playing high-powered matchmaker. Meanwhile, David is trying to leave the past behind him, but when he feels like he's being followed, he finally turns to the team at OPA for help. Back at the White House, Fitz is still struggling with whom to trust and how to handle a delicate hostage situation, and Jake just won't take no for an answer when it comes to dating Olivia.
Quest roles:
Scott Foley(Jake Ballard), Erica Shaffer(Reporter Julia), Joe Holt(Defense Secretary), J. Rene Pena(Louise), Troy Vincent(National Security Advisor), Kurt Fuller(Grayden Osborne), Eric Mabius(Peter Caldwell), Sam Page(Will Caldwell), Lisa Sheridan(Marion Caldwell), Mageina Tovah(Molly Ackerman), Kelsey Crane(Gayle Livingston), Sarah Hudson(Erin Brill), Tessa Munro(Mallory Blanchard), Jay Jackson(Mike Waters), Mel Fair(Reporter), Aimee Parker(Anne Beddoes), Christopher Maleki(Terrorist), James McAndrew(Editor), Heather Olt(Page), Shainu Bala(Darren), Philip Asta(Hostage), Shannon C. Sullivan(Mother), Adam Critchlow(Secret Service Agent)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
21 February 2013, 22:00
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